
Welcome to the Commissions Course Phase 2!

Phase 2: Commission Importing and Reconciling

Overview

This phase will cover the process of importing or manually adding your commission
records per carrier commission statement. Learn how to link policies and track
commissions to the policies via payees. You will learn to edit and reconcile your
commission entries to ensure commissions are tracked to the right policy and payees.
Begin forming a process for your agency to become an expert commission processor.

This will be the longest phase as you have to work through each of your carriers and
uplines. But, it's not a process you'll have to repeat often once completed.

What will you learn?

● Importing commission statements
● Reconciling policies and commissions
● Standard template and manual entry

options

● Purging entries
● Import map requests*
● Transactions and deposits

Materials Needed

Commission Statements. You will need to have at least one recent commission
statement, per carrier or upline, ready to enter by import, hand, or with our standard
template.

Key Terms to Learn

Agent Statement
Date

The date you intend to pay your agents. All commission entries
must be assigned an agent statement date. Multiple transactions
can share the same Agent Statement Date.
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Carrier Statement
Date

The date the carrier, or other entity, generated a statement, which
may or may not be the same date your agency received the
commission. This date is tied to the transaction and helps you refer
back to past carrier statements.

Transaction A transaction organizes your commissions by a unique ID, which
you can search. It also captures important dates, like the Carrier
Statement Date.

Deposit Deposits are a way for you to track and compare your bank
statements against the carrier statements.

Reconcile The process of linking commission entries to policies and ensuring
the commission dollars are correctly assigned to the payee(s).

Linking Policies The process for matching the policy number from your commission
statement to the policy record in AgencyBloc.

Net Commission Any remaining commission money that is NOT currently tracked to
a payee. The goal is to make this 0.

Purging Entries The process of removing a commission statement from AgencyBloc.

Manual Entry The process of adding commission entries by hand (manually).

Standard Template AgencyBloc’s preset mapping option to import commission records
using an Excel-based file format.

Relinking A process to update or refresh any changes made to a policy, payee,
or rate table after importing your commission statement.

Things to Do

Watch the Importing & Reconciling
Commissions videos

Import past commission statements
(preferably one per carrier)

Edit and reconcile a few commission
entries*

*If nothing matches on your statement and you think all the policies should already be in
AgencyBloc, please meet with your CSM before trying to fix every entry yourself
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